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With the development of network technology and the .NET technology continues to 
improve, more flexible B/S model, which becomes the emerging hot spots in the 
research and development of current ERP management software, is widely applied in 
inventory management systems to solve many difficulties of the traditional C/S 
architecture. For example, the inventory management in enterprise distribution sites 
is difficult and the performance in data synchronization and real-time is poor. In the 
actual development, the widespread use of B/S architecture to design and develop 
warehouse management systems, which effectively reduces the cost of construction 
and maintenance, and substantially meets the changing and new business needs, is of 
great significance to improve the operational efficiency of enterprises and accelerate 
the automation of warehouse management. 
Based on the analysis of research and development at home and abroad, on the 
inventory management system and combined with the characteristics of invoicing 
business in cosmetics industry, this dissertation designed and implemented an 
inventory management system based on DLINQ. The system used SQL Server as a 
backend database, using Visual Studio 2008 as a main development tool. The system 
can fully meet the operational requirements of inventory management, providing 
data entry, data modification, record query, printing and other functions.  
Software engineering has always run through the process of system 
development. Through the actual survey of inventory management and the clear 
business process, such processes as system requirements, system analysis, system 
design, system implementation, system testing and maintenance, are accomplished. 
The system uses Ajax which is a display technology without refreshing to ensure 
excellent operability and user-friendliness of the system。The system combines the 
functions of database import and print with MS Office, which makes reports more 
simply to be generated and easily to be spread. 
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